
Who owns your digital downloads? (Hint: it's not you)

Steve Jobs once said, "People want to own their music." Someone better tell
the folks who run the iTunes Store and its competitors. When you pay for a
digital music track or album from an online service, you get a limited set of
rights and you most assuredly don't own those downloads. Here's why that
matters.

By Ed Bott for The Ed Bott Report | January 3, 2011 -- 18:00 GMT (10:00 PST) | Topic: Mobility

CLOUD COMPUTING: YOU ARE PROBABLY IGNORING THE BIGGEST SECURITY FLAWMUST READ

Steve Jobs once said (http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSN2546496120070426), "People want to own

their music."

Someone better tell the folks who run the iTunes Store and its competitors. If you buy a digital

music track or album from the iTunes store or one of its competitors, you don't own it. Instead,

you're buying a license to play that track or album, and that license comes with an extremely

limited set of rights.

Why does it matter? If you buy a CD in the United States, Section 109 (http://www.copyright.gov

/title17/92chap1.html#109) of the Copyright Act gives you very specific rights under the first-sale

doctrine. Fred von Lohmann of the Electronic Frontier Foundation explains those rights

(http://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2007/08/first-sale-why-it-matters-why-were-fighting-it):

[O]nce you've acquired a lawfully-made CD or book or DVD, you can lend,

sell, or give it away without having to get permission from the copyright

owner. In simpler terms, "you bought it, you own it" (and because first sale

also applies to gifts, "they gave it to you, you own it" is also true).

But the first-sale doctrine only applies to tangible goods, such as CDs. Digital music

downloads (just like movies and TV shows and books) come with a completely different, much

more limited set of rights. If you buy a digital album from an online service such as the iTunes
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could if you had purchased a CD. If you decide after a few listens that you hate the album,

well, tough. You can't resell it. You can't even legally give it away.

Don't believe me? Read the license agreement that you agree to every time you purchase

digital music. If you're like 99.9% of the world, you've clicked right past those agreements to

get to the download. Here's what you missed. I've used boldface type to highlight the most

interesting parts.

The Terms and Conditions for the iTunes Store (http://www.apple.com/legal/itunes/us/terms.html)

contains more than 14,000 words of dense legalese, including these bits:

Apple is the provider of the Service, which permits you to purchase or rent

digital content ("Products") for end user use only under the terms and

conditions set forth in this Agreement.

[…]

You agree that the Service and certain Products include security

technology that limits your use of Products and that, whether or not

Products are limited by security technology, you shall use Products in

compliance with the applicable usage rules established by Apple and its

licensors (“Usage Rules”), and that any other use of the Products may

constitute a copyright infringement. Any security technology is an

inseparable part of the Products. Apple reserves the right to modify the

Usage Rules at any time. You agree not to violate, circumvent, reverse-

engineer, decompile, disassemble, or otherwise tamper with any of the

security technology related to such Usage Rules for any reason—or to

attempt or assist another person to do so. Usage Rules may be controlled

and monitored by Apple for compliance purposes, and Apple reserves

the right to enforce the Usage Rules without notice to you. You agree not

to access the Service by any means other than through software that is

provided by Apple for accessing the Service.
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by digital rights management technology, including music sold through the iTunes store

before early 2009 (http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/technology/7813527.stm) and movies and TV shows sold

at any time. Music tracks sold after March 2009 do not include Apple's FairPlay DRM

technology and are referred to as iTunes Plus Products. Rules (i) and (vi) apply to all digital

music sold today in the iTunes Store:

(i) You shall be authorized to use Products only for personal,

noncommercial use.

[…]

(vi) iTunes Plus Products do not contain security technology that limits your

usage of such Products, and Usage Rules (ii) – (v) do not apply to iTunes

Plus Products. You may copy, store, and burn iTunes Plus Products as

reasonably necessary for personal, noncommercial use.

What about the competition? The Amazon MP3 store Terms of Use (http://www.amazon.com

/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=200154280&#content) contain a mere 1330 words. The license

terms make it abundantly clear who owns the product you're purchasing:

2.1  Rights Granted. Upon your payment of our fees for Digital Content, we

grant you a non-exclusive, non-transferable right to use the Digital Content

for your personal, non-commercial, entertainment use, subject to and in

accordance with the Terms of Use. You may copy, store, transfer and burn

the Digital Content only for your personal, non-commercial, entertainment

use, subject to and in accordance with the Terms of Use.

[…]

5. Reservation of Rights

Except for the rights explicitly granted to you in the Terms of Use, all right,
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reserved and retained by us, our Digital Content providers, and our

licensors. You do not acquire any ownership rights in the Software or

Digital Content as a result of downloading Software or Digital Content.

And finally, there's the eMusic Subscription Agreement (http://www.emusic.com/legal/terms.html),

which contains more than 8800 words, including this blunt statement:

5.2 By enrolling in the Service, you acknowledge and agree that you have

no right to provide any files obtained through the Service to any other

party or through any other means. You may only make copies of any file

obtained through the Service for your own personal use.

[…]

5.6 eMusic derives its rights to use the media offered on the Service from

artists, record labels, publishers and other third parties for fixed periods of

time and, sometimes, for limited territories. As well, eMusic is sometimes

required to pull certain media off the Service (or otherwise restrict access to

such media) for legal or commercial reasons.

[…]

8.1 Only you may access the Service using your IDs, unless otherwise

agreed to in writing by eMusic. The content available through the Service

is the property of eMusic or its licensors and is protected by copyright

and other intellectual property laws. Content received through the Service

may be viewed, used and played for your personal, non-commercial use

only. You agree not to reproduce, retransmit, distribute, disseminate, sell,

broadcast, perform, make available to third parties or circulate the content

received through the Service to anyone or to exploit any such content for

commercial or noncommercial purposes without the express prior written

consent of eMusic. You further agree not to make use of the Content in a

manner that would infringe the copyright therein.
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buy a CD. You might even save some money (http://www.zdnet.com/blog/bott/itunes-alternatives-

how-do-amazon-and-other-digital-music-services-compare/2750) compared to a digital download.
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This ransomware is now one of the three most common
malware threats

The total number of ransomware attacks rose by 13 percent in September
alone, say Check Point cybersecurity researchers.

By Danny Palmer | October 20, 2016 -- 13:00 GMT (06:00 PDT) | Topic: Security
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Locky made up 6 percent of all malware attacks during September

Image: F-Secure

The threat of ransomware attacks continues to grow. One particular strain of the cryptographic

file-locking malicious software has now risen to become one of the top three most prevalent

forms of malware used by hackers and cybercriminals.

Ransomware has exploded in 2016 and is increasingly targeting business networks instead of

individual users. The total cost of damages related to these attacks is set to top $1 billion this

year (http://www.zdnet.com/article/the-cost-of-ransomware-attacks-1-billion-this-year/).

It's the Locky family which is currently most prevalent family of ransomware. The malware

infamously took down the network of a high-profile Los Angeles hospital in February

(http://www.zdnet.com/article/hospital-pays-hackers-17000-in-bitcoins-to-return-computer-network/), and its

notoriety has led to it entering the top three most common forms of malware.

According to the latest Global Threat Index by cybersecurity researchers at Check Point

Software, Locky accounted for 6 percent of all recognised malware attacks during September,

while the total number of ransomware attacks across the globe rose by 13 percent.
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Read More
(http://www.zdnet.com

/article/the-cost-

of-ransomware-attacks-

1-billion-this-year/)

(http://www.zdnet.com

/article/the-cost-

of-ransomware-attacks-

1-billion-this-year/)

The cost of
ransomware attacks:
$1 billion this year
(http://www.zdnet.com

/article/the-cost-

of-ransomware-attacks-

1-billion-this-year/)

And it's only the

beginning, with file

locking malware

only set to grow

and take larger role

in cybercrime, warn

researchers.

are easy to carry out and victims are willing to pay to get their data back (http://www.zdnet.com

/article/easy-to-carry-out-difficult-to-protect-against-why-ransomware-is-booming/).

"The continued growth in ransomware is a symptom of the number of

businesses simply paying ransoms to release critical data, making it a

lucrative and attractive attack vector for cybercriminals," said Nathan

Shuchami, head of threat prevention at Check Point.

Locky -- which is mainly spread via emails containing a malicious

attachment disguised as a Word or Zip file -- was less common than

only two other forms of malware during the month of September.

Sality, a virus which allows remote operations and downloads of

additional malware to infected systems in order to deliver furthers

malicious payloads to others, accounted for slightly more infections

than Locky, but, like Locky, accounted for 6 percent of all malware

attacks during September.

Despite being eight years old, the Conficker worm (http://www.zdnet.com/article/opening-up-a-can-
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controlled, malware-downloading botnets, accounted for the most malware attacks in

September (14 percent of all attacks).

In total, the top ten most prevalent malware families were responsible for half of all

recognised attacks during September, say Check Point researchers, who've previously warned

that new malware hits an enterprise network every four seconds (http://www.zdnet.com/article/tick-

tock-tick-tock-new-malware-is-hitting-your-network-every-four-seconds/).

New entries to the top ten include Chanitor, a downloader for malicious payloads; the

Blackhole exploit kit, which has returned despite its creator being in prison (http://www.zdnet.com

/article/blackhole-exploit-kit-creator-paunch-sent-behind-bars/); and the Nivdort bot.

Check Point's Global Threat Index also details the most significant malware threats to

businesses via mobile devices, with the HummingBad Android malware (https://www.cnet.com

/uk/news/malware-from-china-infects-over-10-million-android-users-report-says/) representing the most

common delivery from cyberattackers.

Second to HummingBad during September was Triada, a backdoor for Android which grants

super-user privileges to downloaded malware and spoofs URLs, and Ztorg, a Trojan which

downloads and installs applications on the phone without the user's knowledge.

With so many threats attacking businesses from all directions, organizations and users must

remain vigilant in order to avoid infection.

"With the number of active malware families remaining high, combined with the range of

attack methods used by the different families, it is clear to see the scale of the challenge

organizations face in securing their network against exploitation by cybercriminals," said

Shuchami.

The bad news is that ransomware doesn't show any signs of slowing down and it's likely to

only become a bigger problem during 2017. (http://www.techrepublic.com/article/2017-cybercrime-

trends-expect-a-fresh-wave-of-ransomware-and-iot-hacks/)
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How Bitcoin helped fuel an explosion in ransomware attacks (http://www.zdnet.com/article

/how-bitcoin-helped-fuel-an-explosion-in-ransomware-attacks/)

How to tell if your Android phone has the HummingBad malware (https://www.cnet.com

/uk/news/hummingbad-how-to-tell-if-your-android-phone-has-a-bad-case-of-malware/) [CNET]

'Massive' Locky ransomware campaign targets hospitals (http://www.zdnet.com/article

/a-massive-locky-ransomware-campaign-is-targeting-hospitals/)

Ransomware: The smart person's guide (http://www.techrepublic.com/article/ransomware-the-smart-

persons-guide/) [TechRepublic]
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